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KEY FEATURES

Maintain repertoire and metadata, including 
recordings, products, artists and contributors.

Simplified importing and exporting of data.

Calculate mechanical royalty obligations and 
statements due to societies and agencies across 
multiple territories.

Functionality to organise and streamline 
your business.

Archive past period data to de-clutter your sales 
and royalties workspace.

Manage contracts with flexible rate models, 
reserves, escalations and participant shares.

Easily load sales files with automated income 
matching. Error check, hold and release in 
time for your royalty run.

Generate statements and send 
directly to partners and clients.

Analyse income and data with a suite 
of customizable reports.

Record Maestro is the market-leading solution for record labels and distributors to 

oversee the organization of master recording data, contracts, automated sales ingestion 

and calculation of royalty obligations. The system delivers the reliability and flexibility to 

efficiently streamline your business, so it all adds up.

Online Statements – Provide your clients with 24/7 access to their 
statements and analytics. View trends, key financial details and 
product and copyright information.

Profit Share – Set up and manage joint ventures and profit-sharing 
deals, and automatically split costs between parties.

Licensing – Manage the entire synchronization and third-party 
licensing process.

Music Source – Search your catalog online. Create playlists for pitching to 
potential licensees. Stream or download recordings.

Maestro Report Writer – Design and distribute your own reports based on 
your Record Maestro data.



Music Maestro  is the premier software package for music publishers to manage the administration 

of their song catalogs; from registering copyrights and licensing songs to processing royalties, 

paying clients and building global networks. Our application was designed to increase efficiency by 

automating tasks and consolidating time-consuming administrative processes.

KEY FEATURES

Automated income ingestion with pre-loaded interfaces 
for all major international societies and publishers.

Generate statements and send directly to 
partners and clients.

Analyze income and data with a suite of 
customizable reports.

Easily share catalogs with partners and affiliates. 
Simplified importing and exporting of data.

Functionality to organize and streamline 
your business.

Keep the entire history of your income data and 
client royalty statements at your fingertips.

Register works with multiple societies via CWR. 
Maintain interested party chains, agreements and 
society work numbers.

Manage contracts with flexible rate models. Use simple 
tools to manage complex royalty terms quickly and easily.

Maintain your catalog in one central database. 
Capture data about compositions, recordings, 
copyright information, territorial control, AKAs and 
clearance rights.

Metadata Export – Send copyright and recording information to YouTube, 
allowing them to match you to the music videos for your work.

Productions & Cue Sheets – Automatically link royalties to productions for 
easy reporting on income by episodes and cues, as well as composition.

Music Source – Search your catalog online. Create playlists for pitching to 
potential licensees. Stream or download recordings. 

Maestro Report Writer – Design and distribute your own reports based on 
your Music Maestro data.

Online Statements – Provide your clients with 24/7 access to their 
statements and analytics. View trends, key financial details and product 
and copyright information.

Administration & Participation – For more complex contractual 
arrangements, including co-pubs, administration, and profit share deals.

Licensing – Manage the entire synchronization and third-party 
licensing process.

Invoicing – Customizable self-billing invoices for your clients, with 
automatically calculated sales and withholding taxes.



Counterpoint Suite:
Providing trusted royalties solutions to the dynamic music industry

for over 30 years.

for more information: counterpointsuite@vistex.com

About Vistex®
Vistex solutions help businesses take control of their mission-critical processes. With a multitude of programs
covering pricing, trade, royalties and incentives, it can be complicated to see where all the money is flowing, 
let alone how much difference it makes to the topline and the bottomline. With Vistex, business stakeholders 
can see the numbers, see what really works, and see what to do next – so they can make sure every dollar 
spent or earned is really driving growth, and not just additional costs. The world’s leading enterprises across a 
spectrum of industries rely on Vistex every day to propel their businesses.

How Vistex Adds Value

The rapid-fire changes in the digital music landscape and the mass adoption of streaming music have amplified sales 
transactions and the complexities arising from numerous income streams. Today’s music companies are confronted with 
processing this unwieldy detail in an effective, efficient manner.

Vistex provides a high-volume, easily configured solution poised for traditional, current and future music business trends. 
Contracts, metadata and all royalty activity are captured in a single system, which is used for registration, licensing, sales, royalty 
reporting, analytics and more. This enables music companies to manage all aspects of their industry in a single solution.
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